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The Paradise Papers revealed that one of the
companies Glencore currently controls got a
$440 million discount on the price it paid for
access to some of the Democratic Republic of
Congo’s best mines.
In response, Glencore said the price was
“essentially correct.” Was it?
A closer look at the contracts shows that the
KOV mine, one of the worlds’ richest copper
and cobalt deposits, was nearly entirely
excluded from the bonus calculations.
Glencore’s company also won’t pay any
additional fees for access to almost 4 million
tons of copper reserves the Congolese stateowned company promised the company.

Cover: Copper cathode production at KCC’s Luilu
factory near Kolwezi, in southeastern Democratic
Republic of Congo © Resource Matters 2014
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Executive summary
In early November 2017, the Paradise Papers – a massive leak of confidential corporate
documents – revealed that a company currently operated by Glencore, the Swiss
multinational commodities and mining company, negotiated a signing bonus in 2008 for
a very valuable mining complex in the Democratic Republic of Congo that was $440
million less than what Congo’s state-owned miner Générale des Carrières et des Mines
(Gécamines) had asked for.1 The signing bonus was also four times less than the rate
virtually all of the company’s peers had agreed to for their access to Congo’s copper
reserves.2
Congo is one of the poorest countries in the world; at the time, $440 million represented
more than Congo’s entire education budget.3 Documents leaked through the Paradise
Papers also indicate that the discount was obtained with the help of the controversial
Israeli businessman Dan Gertler, who is known to be a close friend of Congo’s
President Joseph Kabila. Several organizations and governments have reportedly
investigated serious allegations regarding Gertler's involvement in high-level corruption,
according to Bloomberg News and other media outlets.4 Gertler and his holding have
systematically denied any wrongdoing.
Glencore responded to media reports about the Paradise Papers revelations by arguing
that the signing bonus amount was “essentially correct,”5 and that the terms were set
before Gertler’s involvement in the negotiations.
Resource Matters analyzed Glencore’s response and has come to a different
conclusion. The discount is real, and it was a result of several underlying factors.
The most important one relates to the KOV open pit mine, an extremely rich coppercobalt deposit and one of the first that Gertler and his associates acquired in Congo’s
copper belt.6 Civil society groups, lawyers, and members of Congo’s parliament
criticized the contract for KOV during initial negotiations in 2004 and 2005; they claimed
the deal failed to provide a fair share of the revenues for Congo.7
Congolese authorities decided to renegotiate the contract along with dozens of other
mining deals from 2007 to 2009, in an attempt to harmonize compensation for the mines
across the sector for the Congolese state-owned companies.8 One of those
standardized benefits was the signing bonus. For KOV, the bonus should have been
$240 million according to the sector-wide standard. Instead, contractual documents
show that the investors only paid $5 million, or 48 times less than the applicable rate.
This note first describes the context in which the signing bonus negotiations took place
in 2007 to 2009. It then zooms in on how those negotiations played out for KCC, a
company which got access to some of the best deposits of Congo’s copper belt and is
currently operated by Glencore. KCC only paid a $140 million signing bonus rather than
the initial $585 million Gécamines had asked for as a result of several discounts. First,
excluding the KOV open pit mine from the calculations reduced the bonus by at least
$235 million. Second, Glencore and the other KCC shareholders will not be paying any
signing bonus for the 4 million tonnes of copper reserves that Gécamines has promised
to find for KCC. If discovered, this should have generated an additional $140 million
bonus, a considerable amount that the Congolese state-owned company will no longer
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receive. Finally, KCC seems to have relied on a different definition of
“reserves” than most other investors when calculating the bonus for the remaining
reserves, leading to an extra $65 million discount.
Glencore told Resource Matters that it would not provide any further on-the-record
comments on this issue, while Gertler’s Fleurette group did provide substantive answers
to questions, which are reflected in this note. Gécamines did not respond to a request
for comments.
Resource Matters calls on Glencore, the Fleurette group, and other investors involved in
the negotiation of this signing bonus to clarify why and how they became entitled to
such a significant discount.
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Congo’s Contract Review
Congo’s mineral wealth in the southeast of the country has attracted billions of dollars of
foreign investment in the past two decades. It has become the continents’ largest
copper producer, and is produces about half of the world’s cobalt, a mineral that is key
for rechargeable batteries. Until the mid-1990’s, Congo’s most prominent state-owned
mining company, Gécamines, had a quasi-monopoly over Congo’s copper and cobalt
sector. By 1997, Gécamines started selling some of its assets to a variety of private
investors.9
This initial privatization process took place in a context of civil war, fragile political
transition, and inexperience in negotiating investment deals – resulting in terms that
were generally considered detrimental to the country’s financial interests. By 2005, a
wide range of civil society and institutional actors first called for a halt, and later for a
renegotiation of the deals.10
Shortly after the 2006 elections, Congo launched the so-called “Revisitation process,” a
sector-wide contract review aimed at negotiating additional financial benefits for the
Congolese state for the mining sites that Gécamines had transferred to its joint venture
partnerships before the 2006 presidential elections.11 The Revisitation Commission, a
team of civil servants, state-owned company representatives and a few external
analysts, reviewed dozens of copper-cobalt, gold, tin, coltan and diamond contracts.
The verdict of the Commission was clear: all contracts under review should either be
cancelled or renegotiated.12
During the renegotiations, which officially started in late August 2008,13 the Congolese
government tried to standardize a range of financial benefits for Gécamines in each of
the partnerships. Investors begrudgingly accepted to come to the table, and most ended
up giving in to the different demands.14
Among the revenues that Gécamines tried to secure was a “signing bonus” – known in
Congo as a “pas de porte.” These were lump sum payments that allowed investors to
partner with Gécamines and access some of its coveted copper and cobalt deposits.
The Congolese renegotiation teams asked all Gécamines partners to pay a signing
bonus according to the following formula:
Signing bonus = $35 per tonne of copper reserves15
According to a report by The Carter Center, the great advantage of this formula was its
simplicity.16 More than three quarters of Gécamines’ partners accepted the $35 per
tonne of copper reserves to define their signing bonuses.17 Since there were a few
partnerships diverted from this standard, the average rate Gécamines’ joint ventures
accepted to pay was about $33 per tonne of copper reserves, according to Resource
Matters calculations.18 Glencore for instance accepted to pay exactly $35 per tonne for
its Mutanda Mining project, a fairly unknown project at the time, which has since
become the world’s biggest cobalt producer. Glencore wrote to The Carter Center in
2016:
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“It was understood that the authorities had determined how they
wanted each contract to be structured to ensure consistency across all the
operations. The revised Mutanda contract is in line with contracts for other
projects in the mining industry in the DRC and includes new provisions governing
access premium which resulted in up-front access premium payments to the
authorities.”19
As Resource Matters will illustrate below, these sector-wide contract standards were
not, however, upheld in the two other contracts that Glencore was involved in: those for
KCC and for the DRC Copper and Cobalt Project (DCP).

Kamoto and KOV: the Heart of Congo’s Copper Belt
Before the contract renegotiations started, Glencore had set its eyes not only on
Mutanda Mining, but also on world-class mining sites around the town of Kolwezi, the
historical backbone of Gécamines’ operations. The local population nostalgically
remembers these sites as the vibrant heart of the copper belt that made the province
thrive for several decades. Some of Gécamines’ directors had tried to hold on to the
Kolwezi sites as long as they could, but the political elite decided to privatize them
before the 2006 presidential elections.20
Although the mines around Kolwezi used to function as one single large mining
complex, Congolese authorities split them up and granted them to two different joint
venture companies in 2004: Kamoto Copper Company (KCC) and DRC Copper and
Cobalt Project (DCP).21 The two deals effectively transferred the control over some of
the best mines in the country to the two joint ventures. Each company was spearheaded
by a well-connected businessman: KCC by George Forrest, a Belgian businessman,
and DCP by Gertler.22
“Warning! A fire-sale!!!,” reported a Congolese anti-corruption organization during the
final negotiations for the KCC and DCP contracts in 2005, calling the contracts “the
most flagrant scandal of all.”23 Different law firms wrote that the deals had “very harmful
clauses for Gécamines,”24 that the private investors’ obligations were minimal while
Gécamines’ were very substantial,25 and that Gécamines would be more indebted after
signing the contract than if it kept the mines to itself.26
The critics stressed that these deals would effectively deprive Gécamines of its most
valuable reserves. The World Bank’s Principal Mining Specialist wrote that KCC and
DCP would “remove approximately 75% of the reserve and productive base of
Gécamines.”27 A Kinshasa-based American diplomat alerted his colleagues in a cable
that the proposed KCC and DCP joint ventures “would take the most valuable of
Gécamines assets and leave the company with few options for further development.”28
A Congolese parliamentary commission recommended suspending the negotiation of
the two deals “to prevent depriving Gécamines of its equipment and deposits that
constitute the backbone needed for its revival.”29 To no avail: President Kabila approved
the KCC and DCP contracts less than a year before the 2006 presidential elections.30
After the elections, the Contract Re-visitation Commission that analyzed the myriad
contracts that had been signed before the election agreed that Gécamines’ contribution
had not been adequately taken into account in the KCC and DCP deals.31 In late 2007,
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it recommended that both contracts be renegotiated.32 The goal was to
better evaluate Gécamines’ contribution – its reserves and equipment – and secure fair
compensation.
Before the official renegotiation process started in September 2008, Glencore acquired
an interest in the parent companies of DCP and KCC.33 The investors started
discussing a merger of the two Congolese joint ventures, an idea Gécamines initially
disliked, according to the Paradise Paper documents.34 Gertler received a mandate
from the investors’ board to advocate for the merger and managed to convince
Gécamines to change its mind – in less than three weeks.35 This merged entity kept the
name KCC; for clarity’s sake, this note will refer to the consolidated joint venture as
“KCC-DCP”.

In 2004, Congo divided the rich mining sites around the Kolwezi, in southeastern Congo, into two
groups. KCC gained control of one group, including the Kamoto underground mine, Dikuluwe,
Mashamba West and East, and T17. DCP acquired the titles for the other group, namely KOV,
Kananga and Tilwezembe. The latter is cobalt-rich deposit situated further east, close to Mutanda
Mining, and is not depicted on this map.
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KCC Ownership Structure 2007

Glencore

Loans; to acquire 10% in 2008

Group Forrest and
Arthur Ditto

Other Toronto shareholders
69%

31%

DRC State

Katanga Mining Limited (KML)
Toronto Stock Exchange

100%
100% (indirect)

Gécamines

Kinross-Forrest Ltd (KFL)

25%

75%

Kamoto Copper Company SARL (KCC)

Lease of mining titles and factory
(2005 KCC joint venture contract)

Kamoto Underground
T17
Dikuluwe & Mashamba West (DIMA)
Mashamba East
Luilu factory

DCP Ownership Structure 2007

Mr. Gertler and other AIM shareholders

Benny Steinmetz Group
Glencore

DRC State

49%

26%
24%

100%

Nikanor PLC
(listed on AIM market in London)

Gécamines

100%

25%

Global Enterprises Ltd (GEC)

75%

DRC Copper & Cobalt Project (DCP)

Ownership of mining titles

Kamoto Olive Virgule (KOV)
Kananga
Tilwezembe
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Congo’s $580+ million Signing Bonus Request
During the contract renegotiations, Congo wanted a signing bonus
proportional to the copper reserves the partnership covered. KCC-DCP
controlled more than 16.6 million tons of copper, according to its renegotiated
contract that was eventually approved in 2009.36 Observers estimated that
this constituted half37 or even three quarters38 of all the reserves Gécamines
owned in 2002. At the applicable standard of $35 per tonne of copper, KCCDCP would have had to pay a bonus of more than half a billion dollars:
16,612,068 tonnes x $35 per tonne = $581.4 million
The leaked Paradise Papers, which include board minutes about these
contract discussions, confirm that Gécamines effectively asked for such a
large bonus – $585 million to be precise – in October 2008, when the official
sector-wide negotiations were in full swing.39
In a board meeting, KCC’s investors agreed that “this was a substantial
change” they could not sign up to.40 They decided to “have a discussion with
Dan Gertler,”41 who stayed actively involved in the merged KCC-DCP joint
venture and had strong connections with Congolese authorities.42 Less than
two weeks later, the signing bonus was brought down to $140 million, less
than $8.50 per ton.43
Glencore confirmed to the International Consortium of Investigative
Journalists, which published the Paradise Papers, that Gécamines had
effectively asked for $585 million, but that KCC-DCP’s parent company
Katanga Mining Limited had “successfully maintained its position that the sum
it had previously announced was essentially correct.”44
“Previously announced”: a signing bonus for KCC had indeed been
announced several months before the official renegotiations in the fall of
2008. In February 2008, Katanga Mining had reported that:
KCC will pay to Gécamines as compensation US$35 per tonne of
remaining copper reserves identified in the feasibility study. This sum,
which is approximately US$135 million, will be paid over time.45
Ostensibly, KCC and its shareholders did not challenge the $35 per tonne
rate. To understand the $440 million discrepancy between Gécamines’
request and the ultimate bonus, one has to look at the other part of the
equation: the amount of reserves for which the companies owed a signing
bonus. Using the “$35 per tonne of copper reserves” formula, a $135 million
signing bonus means less than 4 million ton were to be paid for, rather than
the 16.6 million ton mentioned in the 2009 KCC-DCP convention.46 How did
the investors, which by this point included Glencore, get from 16.6 to 4 million
tons of copper reserves?
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Year

Kamoto Copper Company
(KCC)

DRC Copper Cobalt Project (DCP)

2004

Signature KCC contract

Signature DCP contract

2005

President Kabila signs KCC
decree

President Kabila approves DCP
decree

2006

Katanga Mining raises funds for
KCC in Toronto

Nikanor raises funds for DCP in
London

2007

Glencore provides loan to Katanga
Glencore invests in Nikanor for DCP
Mining for KCC

Nov 2007

Feb 2008

Aug 2008

Oct 2008

Dec 2008

Jul 2009

Agreement to merge parent companies Katanga Mining and Nikanor:
Katanga absorbs Nikanor

KCC agrees to a $135 million
signing bonus

Agreement to merge Congolese companies KCC and DCP:
KCC absorbs DCP

Gécamines requests a $585m signing bonus for KCC-DCP; Katanga
board members reject requests and have “discussion with Gertler”

$140m for KCC-D CP is accepted by Gécamines

Signature of KCC-DCP joint venture, confirming $140 million signing
bonus
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First discount: Exclusion of KOV, “one of the
world’s largest high-quality copper and cobalt ore
bodies”
An analysis of the KCC-DCP contract shows that the deposits that DCP
brought to the KCC-DCP joint venture were almost entirely excluded from the
bonus calculations.
When Glencore writes that Katanga managed to “maintain” in October 2008
the KCC signing bonus it had negotiated in February 2008, it omits to remind
the reader that the “KCC” in February 2008 was very different from the “KCC”
in October 2008. In February, KCC and DCP were distinct joint ventures; by
October, the KCC-DCP merger had already been approved, and KCC had
absorbed DCP. As a result, KCC (effectively KCC-DCP) owned significantly
more reserves than before. Logically, the signing bonus for KCC-DCP in
October should be much higher than in February: it should include the $135
million bonus for KCC plus the signing bonus for DCP. How much was DCP’s
signing bonus? And was it proportional
to the copper reserves it obtained, as
Reserves at
the formula requires?
KCC and DPC
The value of DCP’s mines is beyond
doubt.47 Its shareholders described
DCP’s flagship site, Kamoto Oliviera
Virgule (KOV), as “one of the world’s
largest high-quality copper and cobalt
ore bodies” in 2006.48 In addition to
massive quantities of cobalt,49 KOV
held about 6,88 million tons of copper
reserves, according to Gécamines’
estimates and the investors’ own stock
publications.50 Based on the formula,
the KOV reserves should have yielded
the following signing bonus:

DCP
KCC

6.881.931 tons x $35 per ton of copper reserves = $240,87 million
And yet, contractual terms show that Gécamines accepted a signing bonus of
only $5 million for DCP.51 $5 million instead of $240 million, or $0.72 per ton,
rather than the usual $35: that is proportionally 48 times lower than what
virtually all other investors agreed to during the contract review.
In its response to the journalists who published the Paradise Papers,
Glencore did not explain why DCP’s investors got this almost complete
exemption from signing bonus requirements – in fact, it does not explicitly talk
about DCP’s signing bonus at all. In response to questions from Resource
Matters seeking further clarification, Glencore said it would not provide any
further on-the-record comments beyond those of its initial response to the
Paradise Papers.52
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Glencore invokes that KCC used to lease its licenses and only effectively
acquired them during the contract renegotiations in 2008 and 2009,53 while
DCP already owned its titles from the time the joint venture was initially set
up. According to Glencore, the bonus should only apply to the permits that
“were actually transferred to KCC”.54 Glencore possibly implies that this
difference in legal ownership explains why DCP barely had to pay any bonus
for KOV and its other deposits.
This argument unfortunately fails to convince. DCP was not at all an
exception: virtually all the Gécamines joint ventures that went through the
contract review process had acquired their mining titles many years earlier.55
The whole point of the Revisitation was that those transfers had happened
without proper compensation and that extra payments should be made to
rectify the imbalances in the initial deals. In the case of DCP, the Revisitation
Commission specifically recommended “increasing the signing bonus” for the
deposits it had acquired.56 At the end of the contract review, nearly all
Gécamines joint ventures accepted paying a signing bonus for titles they
already owned.57 This was for instance the case for Mutanda Mining,
Glencore’s other DRC joint venture, which accepted to pay the $35 / ton even
though it had owned its mining title since 2001.58
It hence seems that DCP’s investors managed to keep the bonus as low as
$5 million, for one of Congo’s richest copper-cobalt mines. This discrepancy
begs further clarification from all parties involved in the talks at the time.

In 2004, Gertler signed the DCP contract for the world class
KOV mine, which attracted a lot of criticism. The Congolese
contract review recommended rectifying the contractual
imbalance and increasing DCP’s signing bonus. According to
the standard applicable to the sector, the signing bonus for
this mine should have amounted to $240 million. Instead, DCP
committed to paying only $5 million, or 48 times less than the
norm. Both Glencore and Gertler were signifant shareholders
at the time of the renegotiations. Neither have answered
questions as to how they obtained such a significant discount.
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Second Discount: Exclusion of 4 million tons of
Promised Reserves
Excluding DCP brought KCC-DCP’s reserves down from 16.6 million tons to
9.7 million tons of copper.59 That revised amount should still have generated a
signing bonus of $340 million, in other words $200 million more than what
KCC-DCP ultimately agreed to. This means there must have been an
additional discount on KCC’s end.
This second discount might be the result of the fact that out of the 9.7 million
tons, about 4 million were promised to KCC, rather than “actually
transferred.”60 These promised reserves also seem to have been excluded
from the bonus calculations. This warrants some further explanation.

KCC

DCP

DIMA

Around the time of the contract
review, Congo desperately
needed to retrieve some of the
reserves it had previously
granted to investors, as it
wanted to set up a large
minerals-for-infrastructure
project with Chinese
construction investors.61
Congolese authorities asked
KCC whether it could give back
part of the rich deposits it was
leasing. In February 2008, KCC
accepted to transfer back two
sites to Gécamines: Dikuluwe
and Mashamba West,
collectively known as “DIMA.”62

KCC’s parent company explained to its investors at the time of the DIMA
retrocession that it would not pay a signing bonus for those reserves.63 At first
sight, this makes good sense: why would the investors pay a bonus for
something they did not receive? Was it indeed not generous of them to give
back such valuable deposits in the first place? Yet a closer look offers a more
nuanced view.
KCC did not give up on those reserves altogether. In the 2009 KCC
convention, Gécamines agrees to identify nearly 4 million tons of copper
reserves to replace the DIMA deposits.64 Logically, KCC’s investors should
pay a signing bonus for these so-called “replacement reserves” when and as
Gécamines finds and transfers them to KCC. 65 At $35 per tonne, this could
generate $140 million dollars for Gécamines.
However, KCC’s investors won’t have to pay this: the convention expressly
states “there will be no complementary signing bonus to be paid later for the
Replacement Reserves.”66 In other words, KCC is entitled to almost 4 million
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tons of copper reserves for which it did not pay a bonus in the past, and
for which it also won’t pay a bonus in the future.
If Gécamines fails to find the 4 million tonnes, it will have to pay $285 million
to KCC.67 If Gécamines can’t pay, that amount will be withheld from the
revenues the state miner should normally get from KCC – primarily royalties
and dividends.68
It is unlikely that Gécamines will be able to identify the replacement reserves.
That is because Gécamines will have to find more than what KCC’s investors
knew was available at DIMA. To understand this, one has to grasp the
semantics of the term “reserves.”
It appears that the 4 million tonnes at DIMA were based in Gécamines’
“geological reserves” estimate. This old measurement is generally more
optimistic than the certified reserves investors typically use, such as JORCcertified reserves.69 According to KML’s estimates, DIMA contained only 0.93
million tonnes of JORC-certified copper reserves at DIMA.70 And yet, KCC is
now entitled to 3.99 million tons of JORC-certified reserves to make up for the
foregone DIMA deposits.71 Similarly, KCC is entitled to more than 205,000
tonnes of certified cobalt reserves, when KML’s own estimates at DIMA
amounted to 27,000 tonnes of cobalt. This means that KCC is entitled to four
times more certified copper reserves, and seven times more cobalt reserves
than it had certified when it transferred DIMA back to Gécamines.

Reserves (tonnes)

Contained copper

Contained cobalt

Certified reserves available at
DIMA (Katanga Mining report)

931,000

27,000

Certified reserves Gécamines
owes to compensate for DIMA
(KCC convention)

3,992,185

205,629

If Gécamines wants to comply with its replacement reserves obligation, it will
have to find a deposit that is even larger than the gigantic deposit of Kamoa, a
“major discovery of historic importance” west of KCC.72 The chances that
Gécamines will be lucky enough to find a deposit that is nearly twice as big as
Kamoa are extremely slim. So far, it has failed to identify the reserves by the
initial mid-2015 deadline, which now been pushed back to 2019.73
In other words, KCC’s investors – at this point primarily Glencore – are
entitled to either 4 million tonnes of certified copper and more than 200,000
tonnes of certified cobalt or, alternatively, withholding $285 million in revenues
Gécamines could have gotten from KCC, for giving back permits they did not
pay a signing bonus for.
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DIMA, “an estimated value of $825 million”?
In its response to the Paradise Papers journalists, Glencore wrote in relation to
DIMA that "Katanga also agreed to release significant copper cobalt reserves
to Gécamines with an estimated value of USD 825 million.” This is presented
as a considerable favor given to Gécamines that offsets the signing bonus
discount.
While the DIMA reserves were undoubtedly valuable, the $825 million figure is
arguably an exaggeration. This preliminary estimate had been announced in
February 2008, but it was “subject to review by the parties” and was
significantly downsized to $285 million in the following year. The Paradise
Papers documents show that the $825 million estimate had in fact “been
calculated on the undiscounted cash flows,” while the latter figure was the
“real, discounted” value. When an international NGO relied on comparable
undiscounted figures to criticize a deal between Gécamines and Dan Gertler
that came to light in 2016, Gertler’s Fleurette Group called such financial
calculations “amateurish to the point of bogus.” Invoking the undiscounted
$825 million estimate in response to the International Consortium of
Investigative Journalists therefore seems misleading at best.
(KML press release Feb 7 2008; KML Annual Report 2008; KML board
minutes; Fleurette response to Global Witness Nov 15, 2016)
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Third Discount: Use of a More Conservative
Reserve Estimate
Excluding the DCP reserves and the DIMA replacement reserves reduces the
reserve base by almost two thirds:
16,612,068 (total) – 6,881,931 (DCP) – 3,992,185 (DIMA) = 5,737,952
5,737,952 tonnes x $35 per tonne = $200,8 million
The signing bonus that would have been owed for the remaining reserves
would come down to about $200 million.74 And yet, it upheld that $140m was
“essentially correct.”
A potential explanation for
this final $60 million
discount might be that
KCC relied on the more
conservative JORCcertified reserve estimate
Certified
when defining its own
DCP
KCC
signing bonus. In the
February 2008 press
release, KCC’s parent
company mentioned that it
would pay for “copper
DIMA
reserves identified in the
feasibility study.”
(emphasis added). Such
feasibility studies tend to
use the more conservative JORC-Code or similar certification standard.
These often lead to lower reserve estimates than what Gécamines relied on
during its negotiations: its own historical estimates of the reserves.
Other
KCC

Using a more conservative definition of reserves represents a favor
Gécamines granted to KCC and DCP, which it did not systematically grant to
its other partners.75 It is odd to rely on a standard for the signing bonus that
was different from the one used to define how many reserves KCC-DCP is
entitled to.76
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Conclusion
When Congo privatized Gécamines’ flagship mines in Kolwezi and granted
them to KCC and DCP in 2005, many observers heavily criticized the
imbalanced nature of the deals and called for a fair share for Congo.
One of the financial benefits Congo tried to obtain in the subsequent contract
review was signing bonuses. The amount of that bonus depended on the
tonnage of copper reserves each partnership received from Gécamines.
Since KCC and DCP acquired some of the best mines – more than half of
Gécamines’ reserves, according to several estimates – the signing bonus
should have amounted to hundreds of millions of dollars. Gécamines asked
for a $585 million bonus, but parties ultimately settled for $140 million.
Glencore deems this bonus “essentially correct.”

Signing bonus per tonne of
copper reserves ($)
32.97
23.53

Average other joint
ventures

KCC (existing
reserves)

0.73

0.00

DCP

KCC (future
reserves)

Resource Matters’ analysis leads to a different conclusion. It turns out that the
DCP mines were almost entirely excluded from the signing bonus
calculations. This was namely the case for KOV, one of the best mines of the
Congolese copper belt, which should have generated a $240 million signing
bonus but instead only yielded $5 million. In addition, KCC-DCP will not have
to pay any signing bonus for 4 million tonnes in reserves Gécamines
promised to provide by 2019. This would generate another $140 million
discount for Glencore and the other KCC investors. KCC’s shareholders
negotiated a third discount on the remaining KCC reserves by using a more
stringent reserve definition than the one commonly used in the contract
renegotiations.
Resource Matters calls on the KCC-DCP investors to clarify how and why
they received this potential preferential treatment. Similarly, Congolese
authorities involved in the negotiations at the time should explain why they
accepted to so significantly lower the applicable standards for KCC and DCP,
which resulted in a loss of hundreds of millions of dollars for Congo.
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